Isn't there a logical inconsistency here: if I'm selfish as an offspring won't I suffer as a parent because my offspring compete? No: why should suffering as a parent be more significant than benefiting as an offspring. The problem is that you are viewing evolution in terms of the fitness of individuals rather than genes. Most of the time it makes no difference but this is one of the situations where an explicit gene's-eye view is essential. The selfish gene spreads because it does better than alternative 'non-selfish' alleles at the same locus (a type of frequency-dependent selection).
I accept all this, but has it any relevance to the real world? Won't the parent always be in a position to impose its will; won't the resolution of the battle always be in the parent's favour? Consider a moth that lays a clutch of eggs on an isolated host plant. If the young are not selfish, and use the resource optimally, she can lay a large clutch of eggs. But selection will favour selfish and wasteful behaviour by the young and this in turn will lead to selection on the parent to reduce clutch size. Clearly the resolution is not at the parental optimum. I notice a parenthetical 'potential' in the last sentence... It is only fair to point out that there are other possible explanations for noisy begging. There is also a close parallel with signalling during courtship: a system in which males use costfree signals to say how great they are is unstable, again because it is vulnerable to cheating; the peacock's tail evolves because it is costly and it is only economical for high quality males to bear the costs. There are even parallels with the theory of advertising in economics.
I'm not interested in moths,
Any other squabbles in the family? Wherever natural selection operates differently on genes expressed in different individuals there is the potential for conflict. And it doesn't stop there. Suppose garnering more food from your mother reduces her future survival: then a gene expressed on a maternally-derived chromosome will have a different optimum from one on a paternallyderived chromosome (molecular imprinting allows this type of conditional expression). Artificial embryos with two maternallyderived chromosomes make smaller than average placentas than those with two paternallyderived chromosomes. Again this is an example of where consideration of potential conflicts can explain otherwise very curious biological facts.
